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THE ISSUES
•

“Social distancing”

o major changes to normal behaviour needed to stop the spread of coronavirus

CONTEXT

o anticipated variations in attitudes / compliance:
o

within population

o over time
•

•

Significant threats to population health
•

behaviours / addictions – ie alcohol, physical activity, smoking

•

risks / threats – ie domestic violence, online gambling

•

mental health / wellbeing implications associated with the pandemic, and
measures introduced to stop its spread

Key information not cutting through
•

large amount of messages being provided to public, including on new and
complex issues – sometimes contradictory

•

need to make a dominant national approach relevant to our communities

THE INSIGHT
A desk review of early emerging research was supplemented by pro bono consultancy
from Manchester’s Intelligent Conversation agency, to identify some key barriers and
opportunities:

CONTEXT

•

National communications materials not always available in easy or
timely way, preventing effective and consistent use by regional / local partners

•

Initial national communications creating public uncertainty – through
frequently and rapidly evolving messaging, and range of different instructions

•

People being confused or ‘switching off’ as being bombarded by information
from many sources (trusted and unofficial) – vital to avoid adding to this

•

Abstract / complex instructions, often presented in new language (“social
distancing”), felt distant from situations residents facing in daily lives

•

Strong reliance on experts to convey credible messaging, rather than relatable
/ recognisable community figures.

•

Economic necessity a key factor in behaviour – ie for people without
sufficient financial support to stop working, or employed by businesses unwilling or
unable to close

THE INSIGHT continued
Risks
Social distancing
• Google mobility data revealed lower declines
in use of parks and grocery shops.
• Opinium found shopping, exercise, visits
to family as most frequent breaches
Staying safe & well
• Ipsos Mori found 36% worried for personal
health – supported by findings of increased
risks in numerous studies
• Mental Health Foundation found 24% report
loneliness – up from 10%. Ipsos Mori found
58% find it hard to be positive, 20% worry
about anxiety or depression. Women,
18-34s more concern, males less likely to act.
• Ipsos Mori found ¾ of public worried about
financial impacts – 18-34s most affected
• Opinium revealed tensions rising in twice
as many households with under 18s
• People are coming together – Ipsos
Mori found 40% connecting locally via social
media, 27% offered help in community

Key audiences
Action needed across whole
population.
But analysis of social media, news reports
and initial compliance / enforcement found
some groups of particular risk:
• Black and minority ethnic
(BAME) – at higher risk of serious
impacts, and less likely to be reached
through mainstream media
• Males aged under 35 and 50-65
– “hedonistic immortals”, gathering in
groups
• Middle aged females – “worried
for my family”, not following safe
distancing in regular visits to shops and
services
• Routine and manual / selfemployed workers – “financially
insecure”, continuing to work through
the lockdown

CONTEXT

THE SOLUTION

Approach

Priority

Two-step communications plan developed with directors of public health:

Outcomes

•

(1) Maximise effectiveness
of national communications

(2) ‘Fill the gaps’ with simple
& engaging regional and
local communications

Ongoing review of existing and
emerging messaging and approaches

A single Greater Manchester campaign

Consolidate key information

Whole population and insight-led
targeted approaches

Share widely/routinely across our system

Add value to local & partner activities

More effective usage by all partners
across the city region

Broad issues from wide range of partners
communicated in consistent, trusted
identity

Key national messaging better
established across our population

Build sense of hope, optimism and
acceptance of ‘the right thing to do’
across our population
Ensure everyone can access information,
services and support to stay safe & well

THE
CAMPAIGN
•

Our inspiration

•

Greater Manchester: joining
together

•

A highly flexible approach

•

A wide range of characters

•

Available to all

•

Branding
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OUR INSPIRATION
Our proud tradition of
coming together to get
through difficult times…

CONTEXT

…which was quickly seen once
again in the early stages of
the outbreak

Our strong and diverse communities, a positive
source of hope and inspiration in other Greater Manchester
campaigns

Established behaviour change theory…
…including coronavirus-specific recommendations on
“the power of how” from narrative experts at the
Frameworks Institute:

GREATER MANCHESTER:
JOINING TOGETHER
In Greater Manchester we’re joining together
– all playing our part in stopping coronavirus

CONTEXT

Joining together while staying apart
Joining together for our health
Joining together for our wellbeing
Joining together for our safety
Joining together for our finances
Joining together for each other

Joining together for our communities
Joining together for a better future

A HIGHLY FLEXIBLE APPROACH
•

Multiple key themes / messages addressed under single consistent identity

•

Future-proofed for when ‘staying apart’ is no longer required from the public

CONTEXT

A WIDE RANGE OF CHARACTERS
•

30+ characters reflecting the diversity of our city region

•

Can be switched or adapted to suit audience / theme

CONTEXT

A CAMPAIGN AVAILABLE TO ALL
•

In the spirit of togetherness, our campaign is available for use by anyone
in Greater Manchester who is helping to inspire hope and togetherness .

•

For example:

CONTEXT

•

individuals or communities holding socially distanced events

•

voluntary, community, faith and social enterprise organisations
informing and engaging their networks

•

businesses seeking to protect the safety of their customers and colleagues

•

the entire public sector in Greater Manchester as we continue to serve
our residents during these difficult times

YOUR NAME / PLACE HERE

JOINING TOGETHER
YOUR APPROACH / OBJECTIVE HERE

Easily editable
campaign
materials are
available from
togetherGM.org/joinin

BRANDING
•

All primary campaign materials feature NHS in Greater Manchester branding,
drawing on the public’s high levels of trust:

CONTEXT

How much do you trust each of the following when it
comes to the issue of coronavirus?
100

The NHS

Boris
Johnson

Civil
service

0

Matt
Hancock
TV news
Newspapers
-100

Net score. YouGov, 1652 GB adults, 20-21 April 2020.

•

But materials are fully editable – local areas and partners are welcome to
include their own branding instead

•

To safeguard the high levels of public trust, editable resources available to any
external partners or individuals do not feature the NHS or GMCA branding

INITIAL
DELIVERY
•

togetherGM.org

•

Social media

•

Radio

•

Print

•

Out of home

•

Easy-edit templates
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togetherGM.org
•

Single site brings together most approved / trusted sources of advice
and information on key themes: health, safety, wellbeing, finance, local areas

•

Links to national guidance, regional initiatives & locality websites –
including easy read, video, other languages

•

Regularly reviewed - but most information provided by linking to key
partner sites to reduce maintenance and ensure information always up to date

•

Developed in partnership with The Growth Company, for consistency with
other ‘GM’ sites

CONTEXT

SOCIAL MEDIA
•

Wide range of static and animated materials available

•

Fully editable, and with blank templates, to allow partners to produce their
own assets

•

New materials and messaging issued to wide network of public and
VCSE partners each week, alongside key national content. Aims to ensure
residents across the city region receive focused and consistent communications
responding to priority regional issues

•

Collaboration with extended networks (eg, United We Stream,
Events4Covid) has ensured engagement at key points with younger and other
audiences less likely to be reached through public sector channels

•

Budget available for paid-for advertising – not yet used, to avoid
duplicating with extensive national spending for which there is a lack of clarity over
targeting and approaches.

CONTEXT

SOCIAL MEDIA continued
A selection of materials available to partners:

Generic static and animated
images for key themes and
issues – optimised for Twitter,
Facebook and Instagram

Templates for quotes to
showcase the thoughts
and achievements of
residents

Headers / banners
for online and social
media accounts

CONTEXT

Blank text
templates for
creating new
content

Frames to provide
consistent identity for
both static and video
content

Email
signatures

RADIO
•

•

50% additional value secured from The Hits radio:

•

260+ adverts running across all time slots over four weeks from key risk point
of ‘easing of lockdown’ on 1 June

•

Estimated to reach 393,000 residents across all local areas, with particular
reach to ages 18-44 among whom compliance with instructions has been
lowest

CONTEXT

Advert licenced for other networks as listening hours and reach increased
and behaviours changed during lockdown:
•

community stations serving BAME audiences and people who do not
typically engage with mainstream media

•

targeted opportunities through digital / smart / podcast / on demand

PRINT
•

Weekly adverts running in Jewish media – Jewish Telegraph and Jewish
Advertiser; produced in partnership with Jewish community leaders

•

Adverts available as editable templates for use in other outlets, as
specific issues / priority audiences emerge

CONTEXT

OUT OF HOME
•

Three prominent sites along main traffic routes into the city centre
donated by Transport for Greater Manchester, from 22 May

CONTEXT

EASY-EDIT TEMPLATES
•

Templates are available in Microsoft Word and Powerpoint, so partners are
able to easily create their own documents and display materials.

•

Available with fixed ‘Joining together’ headline, and in fully editable
versions so people can add their own organisational details

•

Can be downloaded from togetherGM.org/joinin

CONTEXT

A3 & A4 documents /
posters

A5 flyers
(double-sided)

Display screens / presentations
(standard and widescreen formats)

TAILORED
EXAMPLES
•

Mental health

•

Stop smoking

•

Events

•

Partners
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MENTAL HEALTH
•

Joining together for our mental health campaign:

CONTEXT

YOU CAN STOP SMOKING
•

Greater Manchester ‘Quit for Covid’ campaign:

CONTEXT

FOR SPECIFIC EVENTS
•

Social media activities for VE Day:

CONTEXT

BY PARTNERS
•

We Stand Together
bulletin for Mental Health
Awareness Week:

•

Beat the odds
campaign for gambling
support

CONTEXT

NEXT
STEPS
•

Increased targeting

•

Joining together in recovery
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INCREASED TARGETING
Through release of lockdown (0-2 months) and while living with
COVID (0-12 months):

CONTEXT

“We will ask public health leaders to develop more specific and targeted
messages for the communities identified as most at risk. For
instance, this may involve advice to avoid particular locations at certain times due to
the risk of too many people gathering.
To support this, the Government urgently needs to provide real-time data
from both the national testing and contact tracing systems to local Directors of
Public Health”
Andy Burnham, Mayor of Greater Manchester
Steve Rotheram, Mayor of the Liverpool City Region
7 June 2020

INCREASED TARGETING cont.
TogetherGM can support this
through:

Regional/ local/ community
partners can get involved by:

•

providing consistent
established brand and
identity for localised messaging.

•

•

allocating available budget for
more targeted communications,
led by real-time data and other
regional / local insight.

•

Contributing to building of
insight for priority local / regional
issues and audiences

•

Requesting channels /
approaches / materials for
addressing these

CONTEXT

Using the materials available
for your coronavirus-related
communications

JOINING TOGETHER IN RECOVERY
•

The ‘joining together’ campaign identity will be further flexed and iterated
to support key priorities for our city region’s recovery from coronavirus:

Through release of lockdown
(0-2 months) and while living
with COVID (0-12 months):

As we build back better (0-12
months +):

Safely re-opening Greater
Manchester together

Support everyone to achieve
their potential while building
our resilience to any future
outbreaks

Growth Company and TfGM-led campaign
for safe return to work:
•
workplace
•
commuting
•
public places

NHS Test and Trace
Greater Manchester Health and Social
Care Partnership-led communications:
• what is it / why should I do it?
• how do I self isolate?
• what help is available?
• can I ‘be a good contact’?

CONTEXT

Particular focus on:
• Safe Greater Manchester
• Creation of good health
• Tackling inequalities / promoting
equality and fairness

SAFELY REOPENING GM
•

First evolution of ‘joining together’ campaign – aiming to maintain safety and
boost confidence as businesses, shops and services reopen

CONTEXT

FURTHER
DETAILS
•

Online / social

•

Campaign materials

•

Contacts
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CAMPAIGN MATERIALS
Campaign website:

togetherGM.org

CONTEXT

Campaign primary hashtag: #TogetherGM

Used alongside secondary hashtags for specific themes / issues
(eg #StayHomeSaveLives, #StaySafeStayWell)

Main assets available at:

togetherGM.org/JoinIn

Full campaign toolkit (including fully editable design files):
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1n1rhWMxJ938g0w6Oru0QSON3lfFAhNA
Z?usp=sharing

Contact:

martin.sainsbury@nhs.net
samantha.neville2@nhs.net

